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PURPOSE OF THE QUALIFICATION 
The  purpose  of  the Qualification is to build the  knowledge  and skills required by  entry-level  employees in the 
industry  and  learners in  learnerships as part  of  the  implementation of the Financial Services  Charter. It is 
intended  to  empower learners to acquire  knowledge,  skills,  attitudes  and  values  required to operate 
confidently as workers in the  South  African  financial  services  community  and to respond to the  challenges 
specific to the  financial  services  environment  and  the  changing world  of work in the  industry. It will  be useful 
for: 

~~~ 

> Entry level administrators 
> Sales  and  service  entry level  administrators. 
> Intermediaries:  Category A 
> Clerks 
> Learners in call centres, who give information  but not advice. 
> Learners in learnerships, particularly  18.2 category  learners (unemployed  learners) 

> Learners in elementary positions in  the  financial  services  industry. 

The Qualification  provides a balanced learning experience that  allows  flexible access to further  education, 
lifelong learning  and to productive employment  in  the financial  services sector or other industries. 

Rationale  for  the qualification: 

Administration assistants 

The  National Certificate in Insurance Administration: Level 2, NLRD no: 14657,  was  registered in 2001 to 
meet  the  needs of multiple work roles, organisational  requirements and the  changing  technological nature of 
the insurance industry. It provides entry-level access  and  serves  as a  bridging Qualification  for  entrants  into 
the  insurance industry. 

The financial services environment has  changed  substantially  since  2001. The introduction  of  The Financial 
Advisory  and  Intermediary Services Act , Act 37 of 2002 (FAIS) and the Finance  Intelligence  Centre Act, Act 
38 of 2001 (FICA)  has raised awareness  about  issues  of compliance. In  addition,  The  Fit  and  Proper 
registration requirements of  the  Financial Services Board  (FSB)  require intermediaries to hold certain 
educational Qualifications.  The  industry has  determined  that  the Qualification for  Category A intermediaries 
who  market  assistance policies  should be  at  NQF 
Level 2. The inducdry therefore requested  that Tl?e National  Certificate in Insurance Administration: Level 2 
be  expanded  to  make it relevant for  intermediaries in Category A. As  intermediaries in this  category are  not 
necessarily employed  in insurance organisations it was  agreed  that a  Qualification entitled  The  National 
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Certificate  in  Financial  Services:  Level 2 would  !3e  more  appropriate  and  could  be  used  across  the  Financial 
Services  Sector. 

The  National  Certificate in Financial  Services:  Level 2 therefore  replaces  the  National  Certificate in Insurance 
Administration:  Level 2 when it reaches  the  end  of its registration  period. 

The  Financial  Charter  was  adopted in 2003. As  part  of  the  Charter,  the  Financial  Services  Industry 
undertook to offer  a  number  of  learnerships  in  Financial  Services to unemployed  youth.  The  number  of 
employees in the  sector  continues  to  shrink  and it is  unlikely  that the industry will be  able to offer 
employment to the  number  of  people it is required to train in learnerships. In consultations  with the 
Department of Labour it was  agreed  that  the  industry  should  offer  learnerships  towards  a  financial  services 
Qualification  and  provide  the  opportunity  for  unskilled  and  unemployed  youth  to  acquire skills and  work 
experience. It was  agreed  that the required  Qualification  should  include life skills and  entrepreneurship so 
that  the  learners  are  able to seek  employment i n  another  sector  or  start  their  own  businesses. This will  help 
to address  the skills shortage in the  country  and  provide  opporturiities  for  people  who,  at  present,  do  not 
have  marketable skills and  experience.  The  pro'posed  National  Certificate in Financial  Services:  Level 2 will 
enable  the  industry to fulfill its learnership  obligations  and  a  number  of  Unit  Standards  that  focus on life skills 
have  been  included to ensure  that  the  Qualification is fit for  purpose. 

The National  Certificate in Financial  Services: Level 2 allows the individual to work  towards  a  nationally 
recognised  Qualification. It is  flexible  enough to be  offered in  formal education  and as occupational-directed 
workplace  based  training  for  learners  already  ernployed in the financial  services  industry  and  for  learners in 
learnership  programmes.  It  aims to develop  infc~rmed  and  multi-skilled  workers  who  are  employable in the 
financial  services  and  other  industries. Skills, knowledge,  values  and  attitudes  reflected in the  Qualification 
are  building block!; that  are  developed  further  at  NQF level 3 and 4 in other  registered  industry 
Qualifications.  The  intention is: 
> To provide  a  general  introduction to the  Financial  Services  industry  and  a  means  for  entry  level  employees 
in the  industry to rnove up1 the value  chain. 
> To provide  a  Qualification  that  meets  the  requirements  of  the  Financial  Services  Board  for  registration in 
Category A. 
> To form  the  basis  for  learnerships in the  financial  services  sector  particularly in response to the 
undedakings  in  the  Financial  Services  Charter. 

Qualifying  learners  should be knowledgeable  about  and  competent in: 

> The  structure  of  the  financial  services  industry  In  general  and  a  specific  sub-sector  in  particular,  the  nature 
of the  financial  services  market,  the  policies  and  procedures  of  a  specific  organisation  and  the  potential 
impact  of  current  events  on  the  sector. 
> The  implications  and  consequences of non-compliance  with  FAIS,  FICA and other  relevant  legislation. 
> Behaviour  and  ethics in a  work  environment. 
5 Applying  proces:ses  and  procedures in the  financial  services  industry  including  planning  and  coordinating 
own  outputs. 
> Understanding  the  effect  of  HIV/AIDS  on  the  inimune  system  and  the  financial  services  sector. 
> The  basics of customer  service  and  administration in a  financial  services  environment. 
> Working as a  member of a  team. 
> Managing  aspects of personal  finances. 

RECOGNIZE PR€VIOUS LEARNING? 

N 

LEARNING ASSUMED TO BE IN PLACE 
It is assumed  that  'earners  are  competent  in  Communication  and  Iflathematical  Literacy  at  NQF  Level 1 

Recognition  of prim learning 

> The  National  Certificate in Financial  Services: ILevel 2 allows  open  access.  Provision  has  been  made  for 
prior  learning to be recognised if a  learner is able  to  demonstrate  competence in the  knowledge, skills, 
values  and  attitudes implicit in this  Qualification.  Application  for  Recognition  of  Prior  Learning (RPL) should 
be  made to a  relevant  accredited  ETQA. 
> Credit  towards  a  Unit  Standards  is  subject to qua!ity  assurance ! ~ y  a relevant  accredited  ETQA  and is 
conducted by a  workplace  assessor. 
_-__ 
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> This  Qualification can be  obtained in part  or in whole  through  Recognition  of  Prior  Learning 
> RPL will be delle using a  range  of  assessment  tools  and  techniques  that  have  been jointly decided  upon 
by  the  learner  and  the  assessor. 
> The  same  principles  that  apply to assessment  of  the  Qualification  and its associated  Unit  Standards  apply 
to RPL 

QUALIFICATION RULE3 
The  Certificate is made up of  a  planned  combination of learning  outcomes  that  have  a  defined  purpose  and 
will provide  qualifying  learners  with  applied  competence  and  a biasis for  further training. It is a  building  block 
for  The  National (Certificate in Financial  Services  Level 3. 

The  Qualification  is  made  up  of  Unit  Standards  that  are  classified  as  Fundamental,  Core  and  Elective.  A 
minimum  of 120 credits is required to complete  the  Qualification. 

Motivation  for the number of credits  assigned to the  Fundamental,  Core  and  Elective  Components 

Fundamental  Component 

There  are  twenty  credits  allocated to Communication  and 16 credits to Mathematical  Literacy  at  the  level  of 
the  Qualification, in compliance  with  SAQA  reqgirements.  For the purpose  of this Qualification 11 credits 
are  also  required  for  Financial  Literacy  at  level 2. Although  this  is  not  a  SAQA  requirement,  the  industry 
believes  that if learners  are to function in a  field  that  manages  people's  money,  they  should  be  able to 
manage  their  own money. At  this  level  decisions  are  based  on  management of own  finances  including 
responsibility  for  dependents. 

This  means  that lJnit Standards to the  value  of 47 credits  have  been  included in the  Fundamental 
component.  They will add  value to learners  both  socially  and  economically  in  terms  of 
> Their ability to rnanage  their  own  finances. 
> Their ability to operate  as literate and  numerate  workers in a  global  economy. 
> An  awareness  of  the  need  to  avoid  the  debt  spiral  that  undermines the economy  of  South  Africa. 

All the  Mathematical  Literacy,  Communication  and  Financial  Liieracy  Ui-tii  Standards  at  Level 2 designated 
as  Fundamental  are  compulsory. 

Core  Component 

Sixty two credits  have been allocated  to  Unit  Standards  designated  as  Core  for  the  purpose  of this 
Qualification.  The  Unit  Standards  classified as Core  provide  the  basic  knowledge  and skills that all workers 
need to know  about the Financial  Services  industry.  They  provide  an  opportunity  for  learners to achieve 
knowledge  and sk.ills relating to ethics,  customer  service  and  professional  behaviour in a  business 
environment.  They  provide  an  opportunity  to  develop  knowledge  of the industry  through  research  arld  the 
application  of  study skills and  ensure  that  the  Qualification  has  a  strong  Financial  Services  focus. 

HlVlAlDS is a  National  concern  and  many Life Policies  require  mandatory  HIV  testing. The Life Offices 
Association  (LOA)  has  a  /protocol  dealing  with  issues  around HlVlAlDS and  intermediaries  in  Category  A  are 
required to provide  information  on  HIVIAIDS,  mandatory  test  procedures  and pre and  post  test  counseling. 
A  Unit  Standard on  HIV/A.IDS  and  the  effect of tihe pandemic  on  the  individual  and  the  industry  has  therefore 
been  included  in this Qualification. 

A  Unit  Standard on health and safety in an  office  workplace  has  been  included in the  Qualification to comply 
with  the  training  requirements for employees  prescribed  by  the  Occupational  Health  and  Safety Act 
(OHSA). The Unit  Standard  on FAlS focuses  on  inadvertently  giving  financial  advice  and  the  Unit  Standard 
on  money  laundering  highlights  the  responsibility of all  individuals  under  the  Financial  Intelligence  Centre 
Act  (FICA).  FAlS  and FICA have  major  implications  for  financial  !services  organisations and all learners in 
the industry  should be aware  of  the  consequences of non-compliance. 

As  the  National  Certificate in Financial  Services::  Level 2 is  envisaged  as  the  entry  Qualification to the 
industry, life skills that  act as an  induction  into  the  world of work  have  been  included  in  the  Core  Component. 

Elective  Component 
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Learners are required to select Electives  that ;add up to at  least eleven credits.  The  Electives  have  been 
grouped  under  the  headings: 
> Computer literacy 
> Administratiorl  and cad centres. 
> Financial  Services  related  personal development 

> Life skills 
> Additional Financial  Literacy  at Level 3 

Unit Standards  may  be selected from the alloc:ated list of Electives.  The grouping  of  the  Electives  does  not 
imply  that  learners  should select Electives  frorn  only  one  specific  category.  Electives  selected  may relate 
directly to  the  learner's  work role in  an  organisation  or  as life skills to  enhance employability. 

> There are  seven  computer literacy Unit  Standards  that  may  be included as  Electives in this  Qualification. 
Most learners in the  indlJstry are required  to  have  basic  computer skills and  computer  literacy is a 
marketable skill in seeking  employment  outside  of  the financial .services  sector. 

> Unit Standards in  Financial Literacy at level 3 may  also  be  included  as Electives in this Qualification. 
Knowledge of  own  finances is essential  and  learners  who do  not  proceed to the  National  Certificate in 
Financial Services:  Level 3 would benefit  from  the  additional financial  literacy standards. 

> Unit Standards  at  Level 1 for Members of Retirement  Funds  and  Members  of  Medical  Schemes as well  as 
Unit Standards  at  Level 3 for Trustees  of  Retirement  Funds  and  Medical  Schemes  have  been  included  as 
learners may be  involved in electing trustees or could be  elected to such  positions and  need  to  know  what 
these  positions entail. Member  and  Trustee training has  been identified as a necessity  by  the  Department 
of Finance  and  the Financial Services  Board. 

Giving financial information and  Intermediaries:  Category  A. 

> Unit Standards from life skills that  serve as a means  of  personal  empowerment  for  learners in a 
democratic South Africa  have  also been  included  as  Electives. These  are  intended particularly  for  iearners 
in learnerships  who  may not  find permanent  employment  within  the financial services  industry. 

> This  Qualification makes provision for  Communication in a South  African  language,  other  than  the 
language of business, or the language in which the learning is provided as Elective learning  at  level 1 or 
above. It is assumed that the language of business is probably English.  The other  official language, 1s are 
Sepedi (North Sotho),  Sesotho, Setswana, siswati, Tshivenda,  Xitsonga,  Afrikaans,  isiNdebele,  isiXhosa, 
IsiZulu and  sign  language. The selection  of  an  additional  official  language should be  based on the 
language(s) of the people  who are the  target  market  of  the industry in a selected  area,  provided  that  the 
language has not been offered under  fundamental. 

This reflects  the  multi-lingual  nature  of  South African society. Ability to  communicate  in  more  than  one  South 
African language is an  advantage in many role:; within the sector.  The  inclusion of  an  additional  official 
South African language in insurance Qualifications  will  lead  to  better  customer  service in a growing  market 
sector. 

The  Elective Unit  Standards for  a second  South  African  language  have  not  been listed in the Qualifkation. 
However iearners may  cl+oose  any  of the  regisiered Communication  Unit  Standards  from levels 1 to 4 that 
suit their  needs. 

EXIT LEVEL OUTCOMES 

The  National Certificate  in  Financial Services: Level 2 is intended  for  personnel  already  employed in the 
industry and  other  learners  who  intend  to  follow a career in the financial services  sector or a business 
environment. The focus  is  on basic operational  knowledge,  an  understanding  of  the  financial  services 
environment  and  an  ability  to follow clearly  defined  industry  processes  and  procedures.  Learners  are 
required to  apply literacy  and numeracy  skills  to a range  of  different  but familiar financial  services  contexts 
and to use  their  knowledge  to  select  and  apply known solutions  to  well-defined  routine  problems,  They  are 
expected to have a basic ability to collect,  organise  and  report  information  clearly  and  accurately  and  to 
express an opinicln  on  given  information  clearly in spoken  and  written  form. 

Learners  should  have  the capacity to  work  and  learn  in a disciplined  manner in a well-structured  and 
supervised environment. They should be able to manage  their time effectively  and  have  the  ability to 
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develop  sound working relationships and to work effectively as part of a  group 

The Exit Level  Outcomes  and  their Associated Assessment  Criteria  are  the  following, which means  that  the 
learner will be  capable  of: 

1. Carrying out  simple research tasks and applying literacy and  numeracy  skills  within  the  structure of a 
financial services  organisation  and the context of the financial services  sector. 
2. Managing pers,onal finances. 
3. Performing administrative  functions and providing  customer  service by selecting  and applying known 
solutions to well-defined routine problems within own level of authority  as  a  member  of  a  business  unit. 
4. Explaining the  implications  and  consequences  of  non-compliance  with FAlS and FICA legislation. 
5. Explaining compulsory,  statutory insurance and  the role of the  individual in contributing  to  the  health  and 
safety of a financ1;al services  workplace. 
6. Applying basic  business  ethics  in  a work environment. 
7. Applying knowledge of self  to  inform personal goals. 

Exit Level Outcomes  for  the  Critical  Cross-Field  Outcomes 

The learner can  demonstrate  ability  to: 

> Identify  and  solve  problems  related  to hislher own life situation  in  which responses show that  responsible 
decisions using critical  and  creative thinking have been made. 

> Work  effectively  with  others as a member of  a  team,  group or organisation within a  financial  services 
environment. 

> Organise  and  manage  oneself  and one's activities responsibly and  effectively  in  that it  is expected that the 
learner will be responsible for hislher own learning and for  organising hidher own work and allocated  tasks 
in a financial serv!ces  environment. The learner is required to  complete research assignments  and  work 
related tasks on  time  and within the  tirneframes  of a business unit's  services  agreements  and/or  legislated 
timeframes. 

> Collect,  organise  and critically evaluate  information. These competencies  are  built into the assessment 
criteria in many of the Unit  Standards and the learner  is required to do research projects and compare 
information from  the main section  of  a daily or  weekly  newspaper. 

> Communicate  effectively using visual,  mathematics  and language skills in the modes of oral andlor written 
presentations.  These  competencies are an integral  part of all  the  Unit  Standards  and are built  into  the 
assessment criteria. 

-. .. . 

> Use science and  technology  effectively  and  critically showing responsibility  towards the environment  and 
the health of others in cases  where computer literacy  Unit  Standards are included as  Electives. The 
financial  services  ,industry  is highly computerised and  it can be assumed  that  most  learners in the industry 
will be required to  use  technology  as part of their  work  processes. 

> Demonstrate an understanding of  the world as  a set of related  systems  by  recognising  that  problem- 
solving contexts do  not  exist  in  isolation in that  references are made wherever  applicable to the  learner's 
part in the big picture  and  how  hislher actions have implications up and down the line in an  organisation and 
the implications and  consequences  of  non-compliance  in the highly  regulated  financial  services 
environment. The learner  is  required  to identify current  events that could  impact on the  financial  services 
industry. 

In addition this  Qualification  contributes to the full  personal  development of each learner and the  social  and 
economic  developlment of society  at large, by  making  it the underlying  intention of any programme of 
learning to make the individual aware  of the importance  of: 

> Reflecting  on  and exploring a  variety of strategies to learn more  effectively in order  to become an informed 
worker in the financial  services  industry. 

> Participating as a responsible citizen in the life of local,  national  and global communities  by  accepting own 
responsibility for creating  a caring environment  for  other  workers with HIV/AIDS and identifying own role in 
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contributing to the health and safety of a workplace. 

1 Being  culturally  and  aesthetically sensitive across a  range  of  social  contexts in dealing  with  diverse  people 
in the workplace including internal and external customers and people who are surveyed or interviewed. 
The inclusion of an additional official  South  African language further  supports  this  outcome. 

> Exploring education and career opportunities in investigating the  structure of a  financial services 
organisation and the different work roles in a business unit. 

ASSOCIATED ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 

1. 
> Current  events  and developments in the financial services  industry are discussed with reference to the 
potential  impact  on the financial services sector. 
> The financial services industry is explained with  reference to its  clients,  market  and services and its role in 
wealth creation and wealth management. 
> The core business and support functions are identified  in  a  selected  financial  services organisation and an 
indication is given (of the contribution of a selected business unit to the  effectiveness of the organisation and 
the affect  of  FAIS on the specific business unit. 

Information is gathered, analysed and presented according to the requirements of  a specific work role. 

2. 
> The basic  financial elements of an employment contract are explained  with  reference  to  standard 
deductions and the reciprocal relationship between employer  and  employee. 
> Knowledge of the cost of credit is applied to make a  personal  financial  decision. 
> A budget  for  an individual is compiled that  illustrates  sound  management  of  personal  finances  and 
provision for unexpected occurrences. 
> A decision is made and substantiated  for own banking. 

3. 
z Work  output  is in line with an  agreed mandate, relevant  service  agreements  and  an  organisation's 
customer service standards applicable to a  clearly  defined work role within a  financial  services  environment. 
z Methods, procedures and techniques of a clearly defined  work  role are applied consistently in terms of 
specific company policy, legislative requirements and standard  industry  practices. 
z Information is gathered,  analysed  and recorded according to the  requirements of a  specific work role and 
with due  regard for compliance. 
z Own professional behaviour is assessed against  an  organisation's code of  conduct and own performance 
agreement. 
z Reasons for keeping records in a financial services environment  are  explained  and  information  is  stored 
and retrieved in line with a  business  unit's service agreements  and  with  due  regard  for  security  and 
confidentiality. 
> Tasks are scheduled and prioritised to meet deadlines  using  appropriate  management  tools. 

4. 
> Legislation  that  irnpacts  on  a team or business unit is explained  for  a  specific  business  unit  in  a  financial 
services environment. 
> The consequences of non-compliance are clearly indicated for practices  required  in  a  specific work role in 
a  financial  services environment. 

5. 
> The consequences of non-compliance are cleai-ly  indicated for practices  required  in  a specific work role in 
a  financial  services environment, 
> The Unemployment Insurance Fund, Road Accident Fund  and  Workers'  Compensation  are explained with 
reference to cover  and the process to be followed in claiming  benefits  from each of  the  funds. 
> Ways in which t h e  individual can contribute to the  creation  of  a  safe  and caring work  environment are 
identified  for a spec:ific organisation. 

5. 
z Knowledge of basic business ethics is applied to deal  with  authentic  situations in a  business unit. 
> Customer  needs (are dealt  with professionally a17d ethically  and  in  accordance  with  service  level 
agreements. 
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7. 
> Knowledge of self is applied to establish key performance areas  and key performance indicators and  to 
determine personal training needs. 

Integrated assessment 

Assessment practices must be fair, transparent, valid and reliable and should ensure that no learner is 
disadvantaged. Learners who wish to be assessed against the competencies in the Qualification and/or 
associated Unit Standards should direct enquiries to the relevant ETQA. 

The focus of assessment must be  on  the assessment of the learning outcomes rather than learning 
outputs. The Specific Outcomes  guide the learning and training process towards the outcomes on a 
continuous basis. The purpose is to determine whether the outcomes have been attained. Situations should 
present a wide range of  options. Applications should require significant choices from a wide range of 
procedures and in a number of contexts. 

Learning, teachlng and assessment are inextricably linked. Where appropriate, assessment of knowledge, 
skills, attitudes and values indicated in the various Unit Standards should be integrated. Assessment in 
communication, mathematical literacy and financial literacy should use authentic workplace contexts 
wherever practical. 

Assessment has a formative monitoring function. Formative assessment should be used to assess gaps in 
the learners' skill and knowledge and to indicate where there is a need for expanded opportunities. The 
goal is to promote learning and to assess the efficacy of  the teaching and learning process. Feedback from 
assessment informs teaching and learning and allows for the critique of outcomes, methodology and 
materials. Formative assessment is diagnostil: and as such it should guide the learner and the trainer. It is 
continuous and  is used to plan appropriate learning experiences to meet the learner's needs. It provides 
information about problems experienced at difrerent stages in the learning process. As it is criterion 
referenced, if the learner has met the assessment criteria, he/she  has achieved the outcomes. 

Assessment should also have a summative component. Surnrnative assessment may be  used on 
completion of a 'Unit Standard, but should not be  the only form of assessment. 

A variety of methods must be used in assessment and tools and activities must be appropriate to the 
context in which the learner is working. Assessment should take place in an authentic context as  far as is 
possible. Where it is not possible to assess competence in the workplace, simulations, case studies and 
other similar techniques should be used to provide a context appropriate to the assessment. 

Integration implies that theoretical and practical components should, where possible, be assessed together. 
Integrative techrliques should be used to assess applied competence. Learners should be required to 
demonstrate that they can perform the  outcom'es with understanding and insight. 

Assessment should ensure that all Specific Outcomes, embedded knowledge and Critical Cross-Field 
Outcomes are evaluated. Assessment of the Critical Cross-Field Outcomes should be integrated with the 
assessment of  the Specific Outcomes. The Critical Cross-Field Outcomes are implicit in some Unit 
Standards and programmes should be designed to extend and further reflect the integration. 

Before The National Certificate in Financial Se;rvices: Level 2 is awarded, learners are required to 
demonstrate competence in the required Unit Standards and complete a summative assessment based on 
the exit outcomes of the Qualification. 

INTERNATIONAlL COMPARABILITY 

International comparability: 

South Africa has a world class and highly sophisticated financial services sector. Issues of development, 
access and sustainability are challenges for the sector that are not as evident in developed economies. In 
selecting countries for international comparisor~ it is important to consider countries where the  economic 
context in which the Qualification is to be used is similar to  the South African context. Ideally, South African 
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financial services Qualifications  should be compared to Qualifications from a country with a developed 
economy and a second  developing  country with an emerging economy in order to include contexts  that 
have similarities tO the South African situation. The UK and Malaysia would have been appropriate 
choices. There al-e strong  links  between South African financial services institutions and the  UK  and  in 
many cases the only  Qualifications available to the financial services sector in the  past were informed  by  or 
recognised by  institutzons in the UK. Malaysia has a strong financial  services  sector  and  would be useful  as 
a comparison of an  emerging  player in  the world economic environment. 

In an attempt  to dl3 a comparison  with a country with  an emerging economy, the following international 
accrediting bodies were  investigated using the internet: 
z Malaysian Accrediting Body:  Lenbaga Akreditasi Negara: http://www:/lan.gov.my/english/index2eng.htm 
(English version) 
> Mexican Accrecliting  Body: COPAES: http://w\rYw.copaes.org.mx 
> National Assessment  and  Accreditation Council (India): http://www.naac-india.com/ 

Regrettably, the .South African Qualification could not be compared to a Qualification  in a country  with  an 
emerging economy because  the web sites of the countries considered are either  not  presented in English  or 
their accreditation systems are based  on internal quality  management systems and  audits  and  not  on 
alignment with  national  standards: 

> The bodies  providing  accreditation  of universities and  higher education courses in Malaysia  (Lenbaga 
Akreditasi Negara) and  India  (The  National Assessment and Accreditation Council)  do  not  appear to use 
Unit Standards for. accreditation. They have internal moderating systems to ensure quality.  Both  Lenbaga 
Akreditasi Negara (Malaysia)  and The National Assessment and Accreditation Council (India) were 
contacted via the )web site contact  sites to ask  for  co-operation in comparing standards,  but  neither  has 
responded to the request. 
z COPAES is  the  only  body  validated  by the Mexican Department of Education to  award  official 
accreditation in Mexico  and  recognise  organisatilons offering academic education at higher  education  level. 
The site is written in SpanishlMexican  and no Unit Standards were found for comparison. 

Study teams for Inseta  visited the UK, Ireland and  Australia in 2002 and 2003. People from the  insurance 
ard investment industry who they  met in all three  countries  were most inlpressed by ihe work  done  by 
SAQA  and the Unit  Standards and Qualifications  developed for the insurance and investment  sector.  In  all 
three countries, people  consulted indicated that .they had nothing to compare with the South African 
Qualifications and  that  they  would  like  to  benchmark  their  Qualifications  against  the  South  African 
Qualifications in a3out  three  year's  time. 

The National  Certificate in Financial Services: Level 2 was compared to two international  Qualifications in 
order to identify  whether  they  achieve the same outcomes. The Qualifications are registered on 
> United Kingdom"s National  Vocational  Qualifications (NVQ) 
> The Australian Qualification  Framework (AQF). 

The following internet  sites  were consulted 
> Qualification and Curriculum  Authority (UK) http:l/www.qca.org.uk 
> Financial Services  Skills  Council (UK): http://www.fsnto.org.uk 
> Qualifications Awarding  Body (UK) http://www.edexcel.org.uk 
> Australian Qualifications  Authority:  http:l/www.aqf.edu.au 
> National Training Information Service (Australia) http://www.ntis.gov.au 

united tiingdom 

The Qualification and  Curriculum  Authority  (QCA.) in the United Kingdom is  responsible for standards  in 
education and  training.  Their  site  covers the schools curriculum, accreditation and monitoring  of 
Qualifications in schools,  colleges  and work, plus research and statistics. It provides a list of Qualifications 
and the awarding bodies  but unlike the SAQA site  does  not provide access to the full  Unit  Standards.  The 
FS NTO appears tO be the  UK  equivalent of South Africa's Insurance  Sector Training and  Education 
Authority. While the  standards are not posted or1 their  site,  they  have published an apprenticeship 
(learnership) framework, which  details the learning pathways of the Qualifications and  National 
Occupational  Standard  titles  for the apprenticeship. The elements (specific outcomes) and Performance 
(assessment) criteria of these  standards were sourced  by  cross referencing the  National  Occupational 
Standards against one  of  the UK's  leading  accredited provider's, EDEXEL's Qualifications. 
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The National Certificate in Financial Services: Level 2 was compared against the NVQ apprenticeship at 
level 2 because it. has similar level descriptors. Competence  at level 2 (UK) involves the: 

Application of knowledge in  a significant range of varied work activities, performed in  a variety of contexts. 
Some of  these activities are  complex or non-routine and there is  some individual responsibility or autonomy. 
Collaboration with others, perhaps through rnembership of a work group or team,  may often be a 
requirement. 

The Qualificaf.ion and Curriculum Authority (QCA) and the FS NTO were contacted electronica!ly in  an 
attempt to source the full version of the UK lJnit Standards. Neither organisation has responded to the 
request and the SGB has therefore compared the title, element (specific outcomes) and in some cases the 
performance criteria (assessment criteria) which were sourced form the  web sites of the various accredited 
bodies. 

Australia 

The Australian Government's National Training Information Service website provides information on the 
Qualifications,  Qualification Structures and the Unit Standards used. The National Certificate in Financial 
Services: Level 2 was compared to: 
> AQF Certificate 2 in Financial Services and 
> AQF Certificate 3 in Financial Services. 

The Australian level descriptors are very similar to the South African descriptors. The two Qualifications 
provide bridging opportunities for entrants to Financial Services and  are similar to the SA National 
Certificate  in Financial Services: Level 2. A comparison of the exit outcomes  of the South African and 
Australian Qualifications indicates that Certificate 2 on the AQF has similar outcomes to NQF level 2 in that 
competencies at Certificate 2 level enable competent learners to: 
> Demonstrate basic operational knowledge in  a moderate range of areas. 
> Apply a defined range of skills. 
> Apply known solutions to a  limited range of predictable problems. 
> Perform a  rallge of tasks where choice between a timited range of optiuns is  required. 
> Assess and record information from varied sources 
> Take  limited responsibility for own outputs in work  and learning 
> Enable an individual to demonstrate basic operational knowledge in  a moderate range of  areas 
> Apply a defined range of skills 
> Apply known solutions to a limited range of  predictable problems 
> Perform  a range of tasks where choice between  a  limited range of options  is required 
> Assess and record information from varied sources 

Take limited responsibility for own  outputs in work and learning 

The  Australian  level 3 Certificate has also been included in the comparison because: 
> The Australian  level 2 certificate  is embedded in the level 3 certificate 
> The Australian level 2 certificate focuses predominantly on banking (retail  financial services) as electives 
and is  less appropriate for South African learners who give  financial advice or  who operate in an insurance 
environment. 

Learners acquiring the level 3 certificate are able to: 
7 Demonstrate some relevant theoretical knowledge. 
> Apply a  range of well-developed skills. 
> Apply known solutions to a variety of predictable problems. 
7 Perform processes that require a range of well developed skills where. 
z Some discretilon and judgement is required. 
> Interpret available information, using discretilon and judgement. 
> Take responsibility for own  outputs in work and learning. 
> Take limited  responsibility for  the output of others. 

The role of fundamental learning in  the UK  and Australian Qualification structures. 

Fundamentals are referred to as  Key Skill Units on the NVQ. There is  no evidence of  a fundamental 
component in thl. design of the Australian certificate. 
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1) Mathematical Literacy 

On the NVQ there is an equivalent to  the SA mathematical literacy standards called "Application of Number 
Level 2". The performance criteria call for work-based evidence, but the outcomes are not contextualised 
for the insurance environment. 

Unit Standards in the Australian certificate (both core  and electives) have mathematical literacy as 
embedded knowledge in some of the standards, e.g. Balance cash holdings and Process claims payments. 

2) Communication 

The key skill unit under the  UK framework Comrnunication Level 2 aligns with the outcomes of  the South 
African standards. It is  not  as contextualised to business, in general and insurance in particular. The set of 
South African communications Unit Standards for level 2 has an option that allows for contextualisation in a 
business or workplace environment. 

As indicated, the Australian framework does not have a fundamental component but some of their core and 
elective standards have communication outcomes that correspond to the SA communications Unit 
Standards in the Financial Services Qualification. These include but are not limited to listening, questioning, 
reading and writing skills. 

3) Financial Literacy 

There is no evidence of standards with similar outcomes being included on the NVQ or AQF, although 
financial literacy concepts are implicit in  the underpinning knowledge skills of various Unit Standards. 

Core learning 

In the UK there are three streams of learning at level 2: 

> Customer Services - *  

> Insurance (Life Offices) 
5 Insurance General and Intermediaries. 

. .  - .  . 

The core units for these learning pathways are described as mandatory units, and cross reference to the 
National Certificate in Financial Services: Level 2 in that they: 
> Cover similar outcomes but are sometimes classified differently, for example the  SA Qualification 
classifies some of the communication outcomes as fundamental standards. 
> Cover knowledge of legislation relevant to financial services industry. 

On the AQF there are 5 standards that are core to certificates 2 and 3 and an additional sixth Unit Standard 
that is core in certificate 3. 

> The Australian Unit Standards can be compared to  the proposed SA Qualification, although they are 
categorised differently. As with the NVQ standards there are underpinning competency outcomes relating 
to legislation and understanding of the insurance environment. 

While all the UK and Australian standards can be  mapped to a South African equivalent, there are no 
equivalents for the following SA standards: 
> Keep informed about current affairs related to the financial services industry. 
> Apply basic business ethics in a work environment. 
> Explain HIVIAIDS and the effects on  the insurance industry and workplace, and indicate own role in 
creating a caring w'mk environment. 
> Apply knowledge of self in order to make a life decision. 

Comparison of Electives in  the  three  Qualifications 

Computer Literacy 
The NVQ requires that key skills, including information technology be included in  the NVQ's. In addition 
there is a compulsory core IT unit that all learners must do to obtain the level 2 Qualification. There are 
___-_______ 
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further optional unit:; (depending on  the learning pathway) that test competence of various computer 
knowledge and :skills. There are equivalent NVQ standards for all the  South African Standards in the 
National Certificate in Financial Services: Level 2. 

On  the AQF there is one Unit Standard in the core for use of  technology which is very broad, and covers a 
range  of  the  SA outcomes. These include, but are not limited to, selecting appropriate technology, ability to 
operate various software packages, legislation around information and confidentiality and care of equipment. 

A learner who meets the outcomes of  the South African standards will have  the same competencies as 
learners achieving competence on either the  UK or Australian standards. 

Administration and Call Centres 

On  the NVQ apprenticeship there is a pathway in customer service with a number of units relating to 
competencies for dealing with customer service aspects in  the financial services environment. For all the 
South African standards there is an equivalent NVQ standard. However  there are various customer service 
outcomes that are not implicitly addressed in the SA Qualification. 

The SA Unit Standards can be correlated with those on the AQF with the exception of Receive, distribute 
and dispatch mail in a financial services environment for which there is no Australian equivalent. As in  the 
UK the Australians have a number of customer services related standards that cover interpersonal and 
communication skills, covered by the South African Unit Standards. 

The combined oldcomes of the  UK and Australian customer services standards (which appear to  be 
imported from another standard setting body) that are comparable to the South African Unit Standards are: 
5. Identifying customer service problems 
> Selecting the best solution to the resolve the customer service problems 
> Assisting with the solution to customer service problems 
> Implementing corrective action policy regarding customer complaints 

The following Outcomes are not evident in the Level 2 South African Unit Standards. This is because the 
National Certificate in Financial Services: Levzl 2 does not  have a strong customer services focus as this  is 
addressed in the Level 3 Qualification: 

> Building customer confidence 
> Developing the relationship between the customer and the organisation 
> Contribute to the irnplementation of changes in customer service 
> Assist with the evaluation of changes in customer services. 

Financial Services Related Personal Development 

There is no evidence of correlating standards on the NVQ or  AQF  meeting  the same outcomes as those in 
standards grouped as financial services related personal development in the National Certificate in Financial 
Services: Level 2. 

Giving financial ilnformation and intermediaries (Category A 
Registration) 

The UK and Australia have licensing requirements of their own  for intermediaries. The UK licensing 
requirements are not clear. In Australia they refer to ASIC compliance. The following SA Unit Standards 
can be mapped to the AQF ASIC compliance standards: 
> Communicate verbally with clients in a financial services environment. 
> Access information to respond to client enquiries in a financial services environment. 

In terms of transferring credits and Qualifications to the UK  and Australia, there may be further licensing 
requirements for certification. 

The SA Unit Standard titles also focus on the competencies involved around the servicing, administration 
and distribution clf the products marketed by insurance and investment companies. The NVQ  and AQF 
have corresponding Unit Standards with titles that are written as tasks or activities in an insurance or 
investment environment. There are synergies in outcomes in terms of product understanding, legislation, 
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and marketing of  the products. The International standards additionally refer to the processing of the 
product, although South Africans view this as organisational function which is included in the Level 3 
Qualification. 

The NVQ  and  AQF do not refer to funeral and health care or medical aid benefits in their Qualification. 
There are  no separate Qualifications covering these areas and it could be that the  South African 
classification of assistance policies  (funeral and medical schemes) under long term insurance is unusual. 
intermediaries who market assistance policies  require  registration  in Category A with the Financial Services 
Board. The AQF's Qualification includes learning pathways for learners in the banking sub-sectors. 

Life Skills 

Of  the fifteen  life  skills Unit Standards in  the National Certificate  in Financial Services: Level 2, only two 
correlate with on standards on the NVQ. These are: 
> Investigate work opportunities in order to make a personal careerlemployment decision 
> Apply problem-solving techniques to make  a  decision or solve a problem in  a  real  life context. 

There are no life skills standards on the AQF level 2 or level 3 Qualifications that  can  be used for 
comparison. 

Conclusion 

The proposed National Certificate  in  Financial Services: Level 2 can be confidently compared to the UK's 
Level 2 professional Qualification for modern apprenticeship in national traineeship and the Australian 
Certificates 2 and 3 in Financial Services. 

There are two Unlit Standards on customer service skills  in the South African Qualification, but in general, 
customer service receives less attention in the South African Qualification when compared to both 
international standards (i.e. specific customer service related standards and  not generic interpersonal and 
communication skills). 

- The AQF-Qualification also includes a number of  Competencies  for individuals-in the banking sectors. .Both 
the NVQ and AQF standards focus on steps  in .the processes in an insurance environment such as  Pay a 
claim, and Process a new business proposal. The competency-based nature of the SA Unit Standards 
makes  them  more sustainable, as processes can become outdated. 

The South African Qualification has more combinations and pathways for learners to select from in terms of: 
> The scope and fields of the insurance  and investment sub-sectors including funeral and health care 
> The inclusion of financial literacy,  life  skills and personal development standards. 

On  the  whole,  the learners exiting any of the three Qualifications compared will have similar competencies 
at similar levels to the learner exiting with this South African Qualification. 

ARTiCULATlON OPTiONS 

This Qualification articulates vertically  with: 

> The National Certificate in Insurance: Level 3 
> The National Certificate  in Business Administration Services: Level 3 
> The National Certificate in Management: Level 3. 

The Fundamental Competencies gained in Communication and Mathematical 
Literacy in this Qualification will enable the learn,sr to access any Qualification at 
NQF Level 3 in which helshe shows  an interest. 

NIODERATION  OPTIONS 

This Qualification will be internally assessed and externally moderated by a moderator registered by a 
relevant accreditecl ETQA or  an ETQA that has it Memorandum of Understanding with  the relevant 
accredited ETQA. 
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> Moderators,  competent  at  the  level  of the Qualification, are registered by a  relevant  accredited ETQA to 
ensure that  the  standard  across  assessors is consistent. 
> Moderators must be registered  as  assessors,  with  the  relevant  ETQA. 
> Moderators  ar,? required to report to a  relevant  accredited  ETQA. 
> A  relevant  accredited  ETQA  will  monitor and quality  assure  moderation  and assessment according to 
guidelines in the Qualification. 

CRITERIA FOR THE REGISTRATION OF ASSESSORS 

This Qualificatioin  will be internally assessed bi the  provider and moderated  by  a  moderator  registered  by  a 
relevant  accredited ETQA or  an  ETQA that ha:; a  Memorandum of Understanding  with the relevant 
accredited  ETQA. 

> Assessors must be registered as assessors with a  relevant  accredited  ETQA. 
> Moderators,  competent  at  the  level of the Qualification  are  registered by a relevant accredited  ETQA  to 
ensure  that the standard  across  assessors  is  consistent. 
> Achievement of the National  Certificate in Financial Services:  Level 2 must be accredited as providers 
with  a relevant accredited  ETQA. 
> Assessors should be in possession of an  inslJrance  qualification  at NQF level 3 or higher. 

NOTES 

NIA 

UNIT STANDARDS 
(Note: A  blank  space after this  line means that the qualification  is  not based on Unit Standards.) 

UNIT STANDARD ID AND TITLE LEVEL CREDITS STATUS-- 1- . ~. 

‘Core I 1  81 3 Apply knowledge of self in order  to make a life decision Level 2 3 Registered 
I--  core 14342 Manage  time  and  work  processes  within a tlusiness  environment Level 2 4 Registered 

.Core 11   3904 Expiain  how  money  laundering legislation impacts  on  monetary  transactions in Level 2 2 Registered 
~   core 11  391 13 Expiain  the  implications  of  the Financial Advisors  and Internediaries Services’ Level 2 2 Registered 

Lp- _ _ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ .  

!Core 1 13924 Apply basic business  ethics in a work  environment Level 2 2 Registered 

Core 1149363 Participate effectively in a team  or group Level 2 2 Recommended 

.Core 1 14953 Investigate  the  nature of the financial servicw market in South  Africa  Level 2 5 Draft - Prep  for P 

Core  114954 Explain  the  structure  of  the  insurance and investment  sub-sector  in  South  Africa Level 2 5 Draft - Prep for P 

Core 1 14955 indicate  the  sub-sectors of the Financial Services  industry  and  the role of Level 2 5 Draft - Prep  for P- 

_____ _________ 

L__--- 
South  Africa 

Act, (FAIS) for  employees in financial  servioes  organisations _ _ ~  ~ 

_ _  

I--. ~- . .- __ ___-_____.___ 

I ~.~~ _~ __ Comment 

Comment 

insurance  and  investment  in  the  industry Comment 
114957 Contribute to  the  health,  safety  and security of a financial services  workplace Level 2 2 Draft - Prep  for P 

Comment  
Core  114959 Behave  in a professional  manner in a business  environment Level 2 4 Draft - Prep  for P 
L Comment 
!Core 114961 Expiain HlVlAlDS and  the  effects  on  the  insurance  industry  and  workpiace,  and  Level 2 5 Draft - Prep  for P 

Comment 
 core 11496321 investigate  the  structure  of a financial  services  workplace  Level 2 3 Draft - Prep  for P 

Comment  core 114966Explain the  types of compuisory  statutory  insurance  in  South  Africa Level 2 2 Draft - Prep  for P 

  core 114968 Keep  informed  about  current  affairs related t’3 a business sector or industry Level 2 10 Draft-prep for P ! 

Core  114971 Maintain an existing  information  system in a financial  services  environment Level 2 2 ~ m f t -  Prep f o r 7  ~ 

Core f 149.73 identify  the  types  of  records  required in the  financial  services  industry  and  Level 2 2 Draft - Prep  for P 

Core  114974 Apply  the  basic  skills of customer  service Level 2 2 Draft - F:-:c ;SF P 

Electwe 12546 Demonstrate  knowledge and understanding 1 the  individual’s basic rights  and Level 1 1 Registered 

. ~ _ _ _ _  .- __ 
I 

___. 

~ r o r e  ______ ~___ _______~__ 

I 
_ _ ~ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _  _______ 

lndlcate  own  role In creating a caring  work  environment 1 .~ -. --lL---’ __ . ____ 

____. 

j Comment I 1 _________ 

.. ~~.~ ~ __-~-_-____ _____ __ Comment 

Comment 

Comment 

Comment 

I ~ ~ -  - - . .- ~ .. ~ - --. 

~ 

- -. 
indicate  why it is  necessary to create  evidence _- 

.~ ~ ~~~ 

responsibilities  under a group  retirement  fund 
________._ -.-~ - ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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;Elective 12549Demonstrate knowiedge  and  understanding  of  the  individual's basic rights and Level 1 1 Registered 

'Elective 1 1 8 1 6 m o n s t r a t e  knowledge and understanding of the rights  and responsibilities of Level 2 2 Registered 

11 81 7 Demonstrate  knowiedge  and  understanding of the  structures that reinforce and Level 2 3 Registered 

jElective 1181 8 Investigate  work  opportunities  in order to make a personal  career/employment  Level 2 2 Registered 

__ 

responsibilities under a medical  scheme L-- 

~ the  individual  under  the  South  African  Constitution ___-_-____ r __- 

support  human  rights in South Africa 

1 

I decision 
__--.__ . ~ ______ ____ 

(Elective 1 13929 Render  basic first aid in an ofice workplace Level 2 4 Registered 
Elective 114933 Identify  the  risks  associated  with disability in own life Level 2 2 Recommended 

!Elective 11493'3 Identify  causes  of  stress in own  life and indicate  techniques to manage it Level 2 2 Recommended 

!Elective 1 1 4 9 4 l % & y  risks  associated  with  substance  abuse  and  dependency in own  life Level 2 2 Recommended 

~________ __ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _  ___- 

___ __ 

i_ 

IElective 114944 Identify  ways to manage  anxiety  and  depression  in own life situation Level 2 2 Recommended 

IEiective 1 1 4 9 4 ! ~ n t i f y  ways  of  managing  relationships in own life Level 2 2 Recommended 

Elective 114949 Identify  oneself  in a situation of abuse  and  develop  coping  mechanisms Level 2 2 Recommended 

Elective 1 1 4 9 5 ( G l y  ways  of  leading in different situations Level 2 3 Recommended 

[Elective 114958 Market an assistance policy Level 2 3 Draf l  - Prep f o r 7  

k ..._______- ~. 

~ - - -  ~ ___ 

~ 
Comment ~ 

IEIective 114978 Operate  and  take care of equipment  in an office  environment Level 2 2 Draf l  - Prep  for P 
1 ~ ~. - ----_.___I_ __ Comment  ~ ~ -~ 

!Elective 1 14981 Capture  numerical  and text information  on an electronic database Level 2 2 Draft - Prep for P 
Comment 

,Eiective 1149821 Receive,  distribute  and  dispatch mall Level 2 2 Draft-prep for P , 
Comment 

8 9 9 C G r i b e  collective investment schemes 
j 

IElective Level 3 2 Registered i 
!Elective 9 3 0 2 G s s  information in order to respond to client  enquiries  in a financial services Level 3 2 Registered i 
I 
Elective 9303 Communicate  verbally with clients in a financial environment  Level 3 3 Registered 

- 1  
I 

,Electrve 10712 Manage  personal  expenditure  Level 3 3 Registered I 

lElectiv;. 1071 3 G t y  possible  ways  of  improving employment prbspects Levd 3 3 Registered - i  
\Elective 10714Research costs  associated with marriage, birth,  divorce and death in own  Level 3 4 Registered 

Elective 12547.Konstrate knowledge  and  understanding  of  the role, functions  and  duties  of Level 3 4 Registered 

I 
'Elective 12548 Demonstrate  ability to use and  interpret  texts that apply to  the role and Level 3 4 Registered 

L_--- 
iEiective 12550 Demonstrate  knowledge  and  understanding of the role and  responsibilities  of  Level 3 4 Registered 
I Trustees of Medical  Schemes 

iElective 11   3907 Explain the impact  of  personal  wellness  on  work  performance Level 3 2 Registered ~ 

\Elective 114932 Gin how to manage  diversity  in  the  workpiace Level 3 2 Recommended I 

__ ~ __-._______ ___ -__ ___-.__ 

I 

- ~~~____.___ ._______ 

__- 

7- --_ _ _ ~ _  

_________ environment 

_. __. -~ .~.. __ __.__-. --.~ . . ~ ~  _______~. .______~___ 

L 

_ _ _ I  
I 

~ 

I 
circumstances L- 

~ ~ .._____~__I-____ ---- trustees of retirement funds 

responsibilities  of  trustees  of  retirement  funds 

i_ ______. I ____ ~ ___ ~ 

114935 i G i b e  how  to  manage risks and reactions associated  with  abuse  in  the Level 3 3 Recommended ~ 

, r: workpiace 
:Elective 114937 Ifxpiain and  apply  ways of contributing  towards  community  development Level 3 5 Recommended 
L ~~. - .__ __ . -~  -~ ~ 

IElective 114947 Desrgn  ways in which  individuals  in a community  can  contribute  towards Level 3 3 Recommended 

iElective 114952 /=problem-soiving  techniques to make a decision orsoive a problem  in a Level 3 2 Recommended 

;Elective 11  4956 Describe funeral insurance Level 3 2 Draf l  - Prep --.__ for P 1 
Comment 1 

:Elective 1 1 4 9 6 0   I r i s g a t e  the  need to provide  financially  for  own  retirement Level 3 3 D r a f l -  Prep for P 1 

i Comment 
'Elective 114964 Describe  short term insurance Levei 3 3 Draft - Prep for P 

Comment 
!Elective 114970 Manage  risk In own  life Level 3 3 Draf l  - Prep for P 

I creating a caring  environment  for  people  who  are  vulnerable 

real  life  context 

--- i 
~. -_ . _ ~ ~ 

-.-______ 

.- ~.. . ~ . ~ ~ . ~. _ _  ~ ~ ~~. .~ ~ . -. . 

__~ - -__ -___~____  

~. ~ ~~~ ~~ ~.- -. ~___ Comment 
!Elective 114972 Explain  healthcare  benefits  administration in South  Africa Level 3 2 D r a f t   - P r e p f o r P  I 

___. Comment ~ 

Elective 114975 Use a web browser  in a business environment Level 3 3 Draf l  - Prep  for P 
- 
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FeCtive 1 1 4 9 7 X e  a  spreadsheet  package to produce  and  manage  business  documents  Level 3 3 Draft - Prep for P 
-__I__-_ 

Comment  
Eiective 1149'78 Use a  word  processing  package  to  produce  business  documents  Level 3 3 Draft - Prep  for P 

___ 
114979 Operate  a  computerworkstation  in  a  business  environment  Level 3 

Comment  
2 Draft - Prep for P 

Comment  

Comment  

Comment  

1 
1 1 4 9 E z e  a  presentation  package  to  produce  business  documents Level 3 3 Draft - Prep for P 

:Elective 1 1 4 9 E G m i b e  life insurance Level 3 3 Draft - Prep for P 

Elective 114984 Manage  electronic  mail  in  a  business  environment Level 3 2 Draft - Prep for P 
------._.-_I-_ I___ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~ _ _ _ . ~  _- 

b 
/Elective 1 149851ndicate how  different  needs  lead  to  the  development of different  Financial  Level 3 

Comment  
4 Draft - Prep for P 

Comment  Service  products ,.____. ~ __________.I____.~ 

,Fundamental 7469 Use mathematics to investigate  and  monitor  the  financial  aspects of personal  Level 2 2 Reqistered 
l and  community  life 

h d a m e n t a l   8 9 6 2 x n t a i n  and  adapt  oral  communication 5 Registered 

IFundamental  896:3  Access  and  use  information  from  texts Level 2 5 Registered 

iFundamental 8 9 6 4 X e  fora defined  context  Level 2 5 Reqistered 

I--.----- Level 2 ___-_. 

b d a m e n t a l  896;' Use language  and  communication  in  occupational  learning  programmes Level 2 5 Registered 
__I____ 

IFundamental 

,Fundamental 

---_ - 
8982 Demonstrate  understanding of rational  and  irrational  numbers  and  number  Level 2 3 Registered 

9007 Work with  a  range of patterns  and  functions  and  solve  problems  Level 2 5 Registered 

__ 

systems  within  the  context of relevant  calculations ___ 

IFundamental 9008 Idenrify,  describe,  compare,  classify,  explore  shape  and  motion  in  2-and 3- Level 2 3 Registered 

l__l_ ____ dimensional  shapes  in  different  contexts ~ _ _ _ _ _  __ 
JFundamental  900El  Apply  basic  knowledge of statistics  and  probabilityto  influence  the  use of data  Level 2 3 Registered 

:Fundamental 1071 5 Investigate credit in  own  circumstances Level 2 3 Registered 

]Fundamental 1071 6 Examine  the  costs  and  benefits  of  using  banking  institutions for the  managing of Level 2 3 Registered 

~~ 

~ 

and  procedures  in  order to investigate  life  related  problems 
I_.~___ ____ . 

--___-_ - 

L-- .._.. ~ .~~ 
personal  finances 

,Fundamental 10717 Examine  the  applications of the  Basic  Conditions  of  Employment  Act  and  its  Level 2 2 Registered 
___I__.- . .- 

. .  I effect on eaminm in  own conirad 

1 

\Fundamental 1071 8 Use a  personal  budget to manage  own  money  Level 2 3 Registered 

______I___ 

04/05/26 Qual ID: 48783 SAQA: NLRD Report "Qualification Detail"  Page 15 
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SOUTH AFRICAN  QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT  STANDARD: 

Apply the basic skills of customer service 

1 

ABET  BAND  IPROVIDER NAME 
Undefined 

SUBFIELD  DESCR!PTION 
Economics and Accounting 

UNIT STANDARD  CODE 
Regular BUS-FEA-0-SGB K S  

NQF LEVEL 1 CREDITS UNIT STANDARD TYPE 

Level 2 12 

Specific Outconnes; 
SfEClFIC OUTCOME 1 

Explain customer service in a financial services environment. 

Sf EClFlC OUTCCIME 2 

Engage in an interaction with a customer. 

SPEG!F/C  OUTCOME 3 
Demonstrate communication skills in order to respond to a customer need. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 4 

Process a query in order to respond to a customer need. 

._ 
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SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS  AUTHORITY 

UNIT STANDARD: 2 

Behave in a professional  manner in a business environment 

TITLE 
manner in a business environment 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Studies Finance, Economics and Accounting 

CODE UNIT STANDARD TYPE CREDITS NQF  LEVEL 
BUS-FEA-0-SGB Fins Regular 4 Level 2 

SDecific Outcsrnes:. 
SPECIFIC OUTCO1ME 1 

Know how to behave in a business environment. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 2 

Interpret body language in a business context. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 3 
Interact with people in a business setting. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 4 
Assess own professional behaviour in a business setting. 
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SOUTH AFRiCAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT STANDARD: 3 

Capture numerical  and  text information on  an  electronic  database 

information on an electronic database 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRiPTION 
Studies Finance, Economics and Accounting 

UNIT STANDARD  TYPE 
2 Level 2 Regular 

CREDITS NQF LEVEL 

Specific Outcomes: 
SPECIFIC  OUTC0,ME 1 

Identify and access the correct database. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOM€ 2 
Process and check numerical data on a database. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 3 

Process and check text on a database 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 4 

Save information arld maintain a database. 
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SOUTH 

AFRICAN 
QUALIFICATIONS 

AUTHORIM SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNET STANDARD: 4 

Contribute  to the health,  safety  and  security of a  financial  services  workplace 

security of a financial services workplace 

AB€  T BAND 
Undefined 

PROVlDER NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 

7 CODE 
IUNIT STANDARD TYPE INQF LEVEL I CREDITS 

BUS-FEA-0-SGB Fins IReQular lLevel2 12 

Specific Outcon=; 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 

Identify potential hazards in the financial services workplace. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 2 

Indicate how to limit damage to persons or propei-ty in the event of an 'accident or emergency. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 3 

Indicate how to contribute to the maintenance of security in the workplace. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 4 
Explain emergency procedures in a financial services workplace. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN QUALlFlCATlONS AUTHORITY 

UNET STANDARD: 5 

Explain  HIV/AIC)S  and the effects on the  insurance industry  and  workplace, and indicate own role in 
creating  a caring work  environment 

SAQA US ID 
Explain HlVlAlDS and the effects on the insurance industry and workplace, and indicate own 1 14961 
UNIT  STANDARD TITLE 

role in creating a caring work environment 

[ABET BAND IPROVIDER NAME 
\Undefined I 

I I I I 

FIELD  DESCRIPTION  ISUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Business, Commerce and Management Studies IFinance, Economics and Accounting 

UNiT STANDARD CODE I UNIT STANDARD  TYPE NQF LEVEL  CREDITS 
BUS-FEA-0-SGB Fins (Regular Level 2 5 

Specific Outcomes:. 
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 

Explain the effects of HlVlAlDS on  the human immune system. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 2 

Explain how HIV is transmitted. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 3 
Discuss what behaviour is safe and what behaviour carries the risk of HIV transmission. 

SPECiFiC  OUTCOME 4 
identify the guidelines and assistance that are available to support workers with HIV/AIDS. 

SPECIFK OUTCOME 5 

Explain the implications of the HlVlAlDS pandemic for society, the economy. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT  STANDARD: 6 

Explain  the  structure  of  the  insurance  and  investment  sub-sector in South  Africa 

TITLE 
of the insurance and investment sub-sector in South Africa 

SGB NAME /ABET BAND [PROVIDER NAME 
t 

1Undefined I 
IFIELD DESCRlPTlON  ISUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 

I- I 

Business, Commerce and Management Studies IFinance, Economics and Accounting 

V S r A N D A R D C O D E  IUNlT STANDARD TYPE INQF LEVEL 1 CREDITS 
BUS-FEA-0-SGB F X  !Regular !Level 2 15 

Specific Outcomes: 
SPECIFIC OUTCOME 1 

Describe the structure of  the insurance and investment sub-sector in South Africa. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 2 

Identify the role played by Lloyd's of London and its place in the  South African Insurance market. 

SFEC!FIC^OUTCC)!WE 3 
Identify some of the professional associations that exist in the insurance and investment industry. 

SPEClFIC OUTCOiME 4 
Explain reinsurance. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT  STANDARD: 7 

Identify the  types  of  records required in the  financial services industry  and  indicate  why it is 
necessary  to create evidence 

the types of records required in  the financial services industry and indicate why it is 

ABET  BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER  NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 

UNIT STANDARD  TYPE 

Level 2 12 Regular 

NQF LEVEL I CREDITS 

Specific Outconnes: 
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 

Explain why financial  services organisations record and keep information. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 2 

Name.and describe type of records that are specific to an insurance or financial p1annin.g contract. 

SPEClFlC  OUTCOME 3 
Indicate the type of records that are kept in respect of an incident or claim. 

SPECIFIC  0UTCC)ME 4 

Locate and provide records to users on request. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN  QUALIFICATIONS  AUTHORITY 

UNIT STANDARD: 8 

Indicate  the  sub-sectors of the Financial  Services  industry  and the role of insurance  and  investment 
in the industry 

Services industry and  the role of insurance and 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 

UNIT STANDARD TYPE 
5 Level 2 Regular 

CREDITS NQF LEVEL 

Specific Outcomes: 
SPECIFIC OUTCOME 1 

Name  the different services that are classified as financial. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 2 

Explain the concept of insurance and the role of insurance in holistic financial planning. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 3 

Exdain a contract of insurance. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 4 

Explain the concept of investment and the role of investment in holistic financial planning. 

SPEClFiC 0UTCC)ME 5 
Apply knowledge osf insurance to select an insurance product to meet personal needs. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 6 
Apply knowledge of investment to select an investment product to meet personal needs. 
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Q SOUTH 
AFRICAN 

QUALIFICATIONS 
AUTHORITY SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT  STANDARD: 9 

Investigate the nature of the  financial  services  market in South  Africa 

ABET  BAND PROVIDER NAME 
Undefined 

SUBHELD DESCRfPTlON 

I-&) CODE 
I UNIT STANDARD TYPE I NQF LEVEL I CREDITS 

BUS-FEA-0-SGB Fins ]Regular (Level 2 (5 

Specific Outcornes: 
SPECIFIC OUTCOME 1 

Explain the concept of a market as applied to financial services. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 2 

Identify potential clients in the insurance or investment market. 

SPEClFIC 0UTCC)ME 3 
Survey opinions on the need for financial services in own community. 

SPECIFIC OUTCCIME 4 

Use statistical information to determine the type of financial service most valued. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 5 
Outline the products and benefits of the various products. 
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Q SOUTH 
AFRICAN 

QUALIFIL&TIOHS 
AUTHORlrY SOUTH AFRICAN  QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UN.IT STANDARD: 10 

Investigate the structure of a  financial  services  workplace 

SAQA US I 5  
Investigate the structure of a financial services workplace 1 14962 
UhllT STANDARD TITLE 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER  NAME 

FIELD  DESCRIPTION 

3 BUS-FEA-0-SGB Fins IRegular 1Level2 

7 CODE I UNIT STANDARD TYPE 1 NQF LEVEL CREDITS 

Finance, Economics and Accounting Business, Comme:rce and Management Studies 
SUBFIELD DESCRIPTION 

Identify the core business activities of a selected Financial Services organisation. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCC'ME 1 

Specific OutcorrE; 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 2 
Identify support functions within a selected Financial Services organisation. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 3 
Explain the role of a selected business unit in a Financial Services organisation. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 4 

Investigate the different types of work done in a business unit. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN  QUALIFICATIONS  AUTHORiTY 

UMiT STANDARD: 11 

Keep  informed  about current affairs  related to a business  sector or  industry 

related to a business sector or industry 

ABET RAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 7 CODE UNIT STANDARD TYPE NQF LEVEL CREDITS 

BUS-FEA-0-SGB Fins 10 Level 2 Regular 

Specific OLetcoEs: 
SPECIFIC OUTCOME 1 

Identify events in physical environment that could  potentially  impact on a business sectorAndustry 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 2 

Identify events in social environment that could potentially impact on a business sectorlindustry. 

SPECIFIC QlJTCiOME 3 

identify events in economic environment that could potentially impact on a business sectorlindustry. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 4 

- 

Identify people anid organisations currently  in the news. 

26414-6 
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Q SOUTH 
AFRICAN 

Q U A L l F l C l K I N S  
AUTHORITY SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UhlIT STANDARD: 12 

Market  an assistance policy 

ABET  BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIPER NAME 

SUBFIELD DESCRIPTION 
Finance,  Economics and Accounting 

UNIT STANDARD TYPE 1NQF LEVEL 
3 Regular lLevel2 

CREDITS 

Specific Outcomes: 
SPECIFIC OUTCOME 1 

Indicate how to plan a  sales schedule. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 2 
Explain  an  assistance policy. 

SPECfFIC OUTCOME 3 
Demonstrate the s'ales  process for an assistance policy. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 4 
Provide after  sales service 

03-1 41 805-7 2641 4-7 
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SOUTH AFRICAN GUJALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT STANDARD: 13 

Operate and take  care o'f equipment  in an office  environment 

ABET BAND PROVIDER NAME 
Undefined 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 

UNIT S T A N D A R D Y R D  TYPE 2 Level 2 BUS-FEA-0-SGB Fins Regular 
CREDITS  NQF LEVEL 

Specific Outcomes: 
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 

Follow instructions to operate office equipment. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 2 

Maintain equipment in  a clean and working condition, 

SPEClFlC  OUTCOME 3 
Monitpr and request  equipment consumables. 

SPECIFIC OUTCGIME 4 
Recognise and take steps to minimise risks to safety when operating equipment. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT STANDARD: 

Receive, distribute and dispatch mail 

14 

SAQA US ID 
Receive, distribute and  dispatch mail 1 14982 
UNIT  STANPARD TITLE 

ABET BAND lPROViDER NAME 
Undefined I 

FIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting Business, Commerce and  Management Studies 
SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 

2 Level 2 BUS-FEA-0-$GB Fins 
CREDITS  NQF  LEVEL UNIT  STANDARD CODE UNIT STANDARD TYPE 

Specific O u t c o n e  
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 

Receive  and sort mail. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 2 

Distribute and dispatch mail. 

SPECIFIC OUTQ3tE 3 
Explain the importetnce d the rflailroorn process. 

,SPECIFIC OUTCOME 4 
Maintain confidenti,ality of information in the mail system. 
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AFRICAN 

AUTHORIN 
SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT STANDARD: 15 
Enddwbed /n ,_y dAr8  dR uf IWd 

Describe funeral insurance 

ABET  BAND 
Undefined 

PROViDER NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 

7 CODE 
IUNlT  STANDARD  TYPE INQF L N E L  I CREDITS 

BUS-FEA-O-SGB Fins I Regular lLevel3 12 

Specific Outcomes: 
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 

Explain  the concept of funeral insurance. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 2 
Identify different  funeral benefits related to funeral insurance and burial societies. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 3 
Recognise  funeral  insurance as part of financial planning. 

SPE,ClFlC OUTCOME 4 
Apply knowledge of customer profiles and risk to funeral insurance. 

- . -. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS  AUTHORITY 

UNlT STANDARD: 16 

Describe life insurance 

ABET  BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBHELD DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 

CODE /UNIT STANDARD W P E  CREDITS NQF LEVEL 

BUS-FEA-0-SGB f%S IReguiar 

Explain long term insurance 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 1 

Specific Outconles: 

3 Level 3 

SPECIFIC OUTCOlME 2 

identify the different products that a life insurer markets. 

- 

SPECIFIC OUTCOI~E 3 
Describe ancillary benefits. 

SPEClFlC  OUTCOME 4 

Describe the role 01 intermediaries in marketing life insurance. 
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AFRICAN 
QUALIFICATIONS 

AUTHORITY SOUTH  AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT STANDARD: 17 

Describe short term insurance 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 

UNiT  STANDARD TYPE 
3 Level 3 Regular 

CREDITS NQF LEVEL 

Specific Outcounn. 
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 

Explain the concept of short term insurance. 

SPECIFIC OUTClDME 2 

Identify the different products that a short-term insurer markets. 

SPECIFIC: OUTCOME 3 
Classify the different types of short term insurance. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 4 
Identify events that impact on short term insurance. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 5 

Apply knowledge of customer profiles and risk to short term insurance. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT  STANDARD: 18 

Explain  healthcare  benefits  administration in South  Africa 

administration in South Africa 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER  NAME 

SUBFlELD  DESCRIPTlON 
Studies Finance, Economics and Accounting 

CODE UNIT STANDARD TYPE CREDITS NQF LEVEL 
BUS-FEA-0-SGB Fins Regular 2 Level 3 

Specific Outcomes: 
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 
Explain healthcare benefits administration. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 2 
Compare medical insurance and medical scheme cover. 

.SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 3 ' . .  

Explain what healthcare benefit administrators do with policyholders' money. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 4 

Explain the ways in which healthcare benefits administrators are regulated. 
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SOUTH  AFRICAN  QUALIFICATIONS 'AUTHORITY 

UNIT STANDARD: 19 

Indicate how different needs  lead to  the  development of different  Financial Service  products 

SAQA US ID UlVlT STANDARD  ,TITLE 
Indicate how different needs lead to the development of different Financial Service products 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Management Studies Finance, Economics and Accounting 

CODE NQF LEVEL I CREDITS UNIT  STANDARD  TYPE 
BUS-FEA-0-SGB Fins Level 3 14 Regular 

Specific Outcomes: 
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 
Survey opinions on the  need for  financial services in two different communities. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 2 

Compare the different markets in South Africa for financial services. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 3 
Match the needs of potential customers with available products. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 4 

Interpret  statistical information to determine the type  of financial service. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT STANDARD: 20 
Esirblnhd m ccm, uf A,.! 51 uf ipll 

Investigate  the  need to provide  financially  for own retirement 

for own retirement 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 

UNIT STANDARD CODE 

Specific Outcolmer 

3 Level 3 Regular BUS-FEA-0-SGB Fins 
CREDITS NQF LEVEL UNIT STANDLARD TYPE 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 'I 

Identify the role players in own pension provisioning. 

SPECIFIC OUTClOME 2 

investigate the needs of a pensioner in  relation 1:o lifestyle. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 3 
identify the different avenues that exist for retirement funding. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 4 

Assess the adequacy of retirement provision. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 5 

Identify the legal environment and avenues for assistance. 
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AFRICAN 
QUALIFICATIONS 

AUTHORITY SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORiTY 

UNIT  STANDARD: 21 

Manage electronic mail  in a bustnesr BoYtrohhent 

environment 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 

UN\T STANDARD TYPE INQF LEVEL 
2 Regular ILevet 3 

GREDITS 

Specific Outcomes: 
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 

Explain etiquette, conventions and compliance issues relating to electronic communications, 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 2 
Organise and set parameters for a mailbox. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 3 
Use an electronic communication system to send and receive electronic mail 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 4 

Manage the messages in an electronic mail facility on  a workstation. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT  STANDARD: 22 

Manage risk in own life 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Finance,  Economics and  Accounting 

TYPE INQF LEVEL I CREDITS 
Regular (Level 3 13 

Specific O u t c o m s  
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 

Explore the concept of risk in own situation. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 2 
Identify risk in own situation. 

SPECIFJC OUTCOME 3 
Evaluate risk  in own situation. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME I 4 

Control risk in own situation. 
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Q SOUTH 
AFRICAN 

QUALIFICATIONS 
AUTHORln SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT  STANdARD: 23 

Operate a computer  wo'rkstation in  a  business environment 

STANDARD  TlTLE - 
a business environment 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 

7 CODE 
I UNiT STANDARD TYPE I NQF LEVEL I CREDITS 

BUS-FEA-0-SGB FinS IReaular (Level 3 12 

Specific Outcomes:. 
SPEClFlC OUTCOME 1 

Explain basic IT concepts. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOlME 2 
Identify and operate the hardware in a specific workstation. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 3 
Use a computer operating system. 

SPEClFlC OUTCOME 4 
Demonstrate basic maintenance procedures. 
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Q SOUTH 
A F R I C A N  

QUALIFICATIONS 
AUTHORIF SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

IJNIT STANDARD: 24 

Use a presentation  p.ackage to produce business documents 

SAQA US ID 
Use a presentation  package to produce business  documents 1 14980 
UNIT STANDARD TITLE 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD DESCRIPTION 
Management  Studies Finance,  Economics and Accounting 

/-STANDARD CODE 
1 UNIT STANDARD TYPE I NQF LEVEL I CREDITS 

BUS-FEA-O-SGB Fins IReaular )Level 3 I3 

Specific Outcomes: 
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 
Demonstrate the basic  functions of a presentation package. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 2 

Create a presentation for a specific  purpose. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 3 
Manage files in a presentation package. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 4 

Prepare the  presentation  environment. 



No. 26414 GOVERNMENT GAZETE, 4 JUNE 2004 
Li_ 

Q SOUTH 
AFRICAN 

QUAUFICATIONS 
AUTHORllY SOUTH  AFRICAN  QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY 

UNIT  STANDARD: 25 

llse a spreadsheet  package to produce and manage business documents 

spreadsheet package to produce and manage business documents 

ABET  BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER  NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 

IUMIT STANDARD  TYPE 
3 Level 3 IRegular 

CREDITS  NQF LEVEL 

Specific Outco~mes: 
SPECIFIC OUTClOME 1 

Demonstrate the basic functions of a spreadsheet package. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 2 

Manage files  in  a spreadsheet package. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 3 
Format and edit data in an existing spreadsheet. 

SPECIFIC ourcom 4 

Construct formulae and manipulate data. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 5 
Present data in  different formats. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN  QUALIFICATIONS  AUTHORITY 

UNIT  STANDARD: 26 

Use a web  browser in a business  environment 

~SAQA us ID I U N I T S T A N D A R D  TITLE 
11 14975 /Use a web browser in a business environment 

FSGB NAME IABET BAND IPROVIDER NAME 
ISGB Financial Services tundefined 

SUBflELD DESCRlPTlOM 
Management Studies Finance, Economics and Accounting 

UNIT STANDARD TYPE 1NQF LEVEL I CREDITS 
Regular ILevei 3 13 

Specific Outcormes: 
SPECIFK OUTCOME 1 
Explain etiquette, conventions and compliance issues relating to the use of a web browser. 

SPECIFIC OUTClDME 2 
Explain the use and functions of a web browser. 

SPECIFK OUTCOME 3 ~. 

Access and set u p  a web browser for a specific purpose. 

SPEClFlC OUTCOME 4 
Use a web browser for a specific business purpose. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 5 
Explore technologies that can be integrated into the World Wide Web. 
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UNIT STANDARD: 27 

Use a word  processing package to  produce  business  documents 

ISAQA US ID ILlNlT STANDARD TITLE 
1 H s e  a word processing package to produce business documents 

ISGB NAME IABET BAND IPROVIDER NAME 

~~~ 

I I 

(SGBFinancialrvices /Undefined 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Management Studies Finance, Economics and Accounting 

I UNIT STANDARD TYPE 
3 Level 3 [Regular 

CREDITS NQF LEVEL 

Specific Outcomes: 
S f  ECIFIC OUTCOME 1 
Demonstrate the basic functions of a word processing package. 

SPECIFIC  OUTC'OME 2 
Manage files in  a word processing package. 

SPEC:FIC OUTC!3ME 3 
Create a document using a word processing package. 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 4 

Edit and present a document. 
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Specific  0utc.ornes: 
SPECIFIC OUTCOME 1 

Store information  using an existing storage system. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 2 

Retrieve  information from an existing storage system 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 3 .  

Store valuable !documentation and reference materials securely. 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 4 
Maintain confidentiality of customer and organisation information. 

r 
UNIT STANDARD: 28 

Lj,d,,,hrd '" ,cr-. "/A=, I R  UT PWJ 

hlaintain  an  existing information system in a financial services  environment 

an existing information system in  a  financial services environment 

ABET BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Finance, Economics and Accounting 

UNIT STANDARD CODE CREDITS NQF LEVEL UNIT STANDARD TYPE 
SRV-PRC-0-SGB FS 2 Level 2 Regular 
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UNIT STANDARD: 29 

Explain the  types  of compulsory statutory  insurance in South Africa 

the types of compulsory statutory insurance in South Africa 

ABET  BAND 
Undefined 

PROVIDER NAME 

SUBFIELD  DESCRIPTION 
Studies Finance, Economics and Accounting 

V C O D E  IUNIT STANDARD  TYPE INQF LEVEL I CREDITS 
SRV-PRC-0-SGB FS IReaular lLevel2 12 

Specific Outcorns  
SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 1 

Identify the types of insurance required by law in South Africa. 

SP€CIFIC 0UTCO.ME 2 

Explain Workers’ Compensation 

SPECIFIC  OUTCOME 3 
Explain Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF). 

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 4 

Explain the Road Accident Fund (RAF). 




